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Program Overview
The programs and functions administered and performed within the Division provide support and line services to district attorneys and
law enforcement agencies. As a statewide-multipurpose catalyst to Oregon’s public safety efforts the Division’s work advances the goal
of promoting Excellence in State Government.
The Division is organized in three sections:




Special Investigations and Prosecutions Section
Organized Crime Section
Criminal Information Services Section

Each section works to maximize public resources by enhancing—as opposed to supplanting—public safety efforts at the local level.
The Division achieves that mission by providing direct services to law enforcement and prosecutors throughout the state, including
investigative, trial, and training support. Moreover, the Division works to encourage collaboration among law enforcement agencies and
shares critical information relating to ongoing criminal activity with our public safety partners.
The Division’s efforts to timely and thoroughly investigate and prosecute allegations of public corruption helps to restore the public’s
confidence in government.
Given the growth and complexity of crime in this state over the last decade, the problems confronting the state's law enforcement
agencies have become more sophisticated and unmanageable. As a result, the services provided by the Criminal Justice Division are
all the more crucial. For many local law enforcement agencies, the Criminal Justice Division is the only agency available in the state to
provide investigation support and prosecution services.
The Division’s performance can be measured by the volume of services provided (See graph on CJ Page 3).1

1

Services provided includes service assists, investigations, prosecution and cybertips. It does not include training hours, students trained or analytical assistance provided.
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Performance through 2025:
The projection through 2025 for services provided is to reach nearly 8,500 per biennium, excluding training and analytical assistance.

Program Description
The Criminal Justice Division is divided into three sections: the Special Investigations and Prosecutions Section, the Organized Crime
Section and the Criminal Information Services Section. Members of these units perform a variety of investigation, prosecution and
analytical roles, some of which are detailed below.

Special Investigations and Prosecutions Section
The Special Investigations and Prosecutions Section includes the District Attorney Assistance Program, the Internet Crimes Against
Children Taskforce, and the Cooperative Disability Investigations Unit.
District Attorney Assistance: This program was first established in 1969 to implement ORS 180.060.
The District Attorney Assistance program assists Oregon's District Attorneys and their deputies in criminal cases and matters relating to
prosecution and law enforcement in their respective counties. The Division provides trial and investigative assistance, technical-legal
and prosecutorial advice and services, and legal education and training in areas of criminal law and procedure. The program
encompasses three general areas:




Trial Assistance and Legal Advice
Investigative Services
Training Programs and Publications

Trial Assistance and Legal Advice: Trial assistance is furnished to the District Attorneys for cases that involve difficult evidentiary
and factual circumstances, complicated scientific evidence, and/or technical defenses (such as mental responsibility). Although trial
assistance has been provided to larger counties in many instances, this technical assistance primarily has benefited prosecutors in
medium and small counties. Without this assistance, the District Attorneys in smaller Oregon counties would be at a disadvantage in
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prosecuting difficult cases. In some circumstances, such as where a vacancy has occurred in a county, the Governor is empowered to
and has directed the Attorney General to carry out the duties of the office until a successor takes office.
Moreover, the District Attorney Assistance Program provides around-the-clock advice to prosecutors and law enforcement officers.
Criminal law continues to change rapidly and to grow increasingly more complex. To assure effective prosecution and to reduce the
risk of trial error or tort liability for public officers and agencies, prosecuting attorneys and the law enforcement community need timely
and accurate information about the current status of criminal law and procedure.
Investigative Services: Another facet of the District Attorney Assistance program is its investigative services. Investigative assistance
is provided to local District Attorneys on request. The majority of the District Attorneys in the state lack investigative personnel on their
staffs to provide immediate pretrial assistance in the preparation of a difficult or complex criminal case. The assistance provided by this
Division includes a factual investigation of the events, in-depth interviewing of witnesses, the gathering of additional physical evidence
for processing by the State Crime Detection Laboratory, as well as the organization of statements, reports and evidence in a trial
presentation format. The investigator services provided are not designed to replace the investigative activities of local or state law
enforcement units, but are to provide District Attorneys with the resources for use in trial preparation of intricate and difficult cases.
The need for the investigative services for District Attorneys continues to grow, particularly in the area of prosecution of capital crimes.
In each death penalty case, it is essential to investigate all prior criminal activity of a defendant as well as conduct an in-depth
investigation into all aspects of a defendant's character and background for presentation during the penalty phase of a trial. Likewise,
with an escalation of more sophisticated white-collar crimes, there is an expanding need for financial investigative assistance. In many
instances, the investigative expertise available through the District Attorney Assistance and Organized Crime programs is the only
expert financial investigative assistance available to a District Attorney or to local law enforcement agencies.
Training Programs and Publications: For over 40 years, the Oregon Department of Justice, with the cooperation and assistance of
the ODAA, has presented the Annual Institute for Prosecutors. The Institute is an accredited MCLE program. It consists of a oneweek, in-residence program of intensive instruction for beginning prosecutors and a two-day, in-depth seminar on topics of interest to
seasoned prosecutors. Furthermore, the basic course is the only course available for orienting new deputy District Attorneys (and
occasionally new District Attorneys) to the specific requirements of their careers as state prosecutors. Division personnel also provide
training on a variety of topics to prosecutors and law enforcement across the state, such as training on search and seizure law, and
DUII and domestic violence prosecutions. The only costs incurred in providing the trainings are the hours actually expended by
Division personnel as trainers and coordinators. Additionally, Criminal Justice Division staff assists with publishing and updating legal
2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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support publications to district attorneys, their deputies, and related law enforcement agencies, including the Indictment Form Book.
The Indictment Form Book prescribes pleading forms for virtually all crimes charged by District Attorneys under the Oregon Criminal
Code and other criminal statutes.
Resource Prosecutors and Investigators: To advance its mission to provide scholarly legal advice and training, and expert trial and
investigative services to prosecuting attorneys and law enforcement, some members of the Criminal Justice Division staff focus their
work on key public safety areas. Those key public safety areas include: DUII, Domestic violence, and Elder Abuse.
Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force (ICAC): Established in Oregon in 2004, the Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force
Program is a national network of 61 coordinated task forces representing over 3,500 federal, state, and local law enforcement and
prosecutorial agencies. These agencies are continually engaged in proactive and reactive investigations and prosecutions of persons
involved in child abuse and exploitation involving the Internet. In September 1998, the U.S. Department of Justice began a national
Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Task Force program to counter the emerging threat of offenders using the Internet or other
online technology to sexually exploit children. The purpose of the program is to help state and local law enforcement agencies develop
an effective response to cyber enticement and child pornography cases. Under this program, regional ICAC task forces serve as
sources of prevention, education and investigative expertise to provide assistance to parents, teachers, law enforcement and other
professionals working on child victimization issues. The Oregon ICAC currently has 157 affiliate agencies with signed MOU’s to conduct
ICAC related investigations. Since its inception, the Oregon ICAC has received 7,748 Cybertips from the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children, and has conducted 2,070 investigations resulting in 353 arrests. The ICAC has provided 258 training sessions
for 6818 law enforcement officers, 749 prosecutors and 1,987 other professionals. They have given 755 presentations to 49,702
attendees.
Election Law Investigation and Prosecution
ORS 260.345 provides that the Secretary of State shall refer certain allegations of election violations to the Attorney General. These
investigations and prosecutions are staffed from the District Attorney Assistance Section.
Cooperative Disability Investigations Unit: The 2001 Legislative Assembly approved the participation of the Department of Justice in a
cooperative disability investigative program with the Social Security Administration (SSA), the Office of the Inspector General for SSA
(OIG), and the Oregon Disability Determination Services (DDS). The Cooperative Disability Investigations Unit (CDIU) is a cooperative
effort among the federal and state agencies to efficiently pool resources for the purpose of preventing fraud and abuse in the SSA’s
Title II and Title XVI disability programs, related federal and state programs and other insurance and benefit payment programs. The
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Department of Justice contribution to this effort consists of three criminal investigators and one administrative specialist 2. The SSA
provides the federal funding to the Oregon Disability Determination Services to reimburse the Department of Justice for the cost
incurred for the DOJ criminal investigators and the administrative specialist 2 assigned to the CDIU. The CDIU’s primary responsibility
is to develop credible and independent evidence of material facts to permit the timely resolution and determination regarding disability
eligibility. The CDIU reports the results of its investigations to the appropriate agency responsible for determining disability eligibility.

Organized Crime Section
The primary purpose of the Organized Crime Section is to detect and combat organized criminal activities in the state. The Organized
Crime Section was established in 1977 within the Criminal Justice Division to implement the directives of ORS 180.600-180.630.
These statutes broadly define organized crime in the State of Oregon and direct that the Department of Justice be involved in, among
other things, investigating corruption or malfeasance by public officials in Oregon.
As experts have long recognized, a substantial deterrent to the intrusion or growth of organized crime is an effective law enforcement
effort against corruption and misconduct by public officials. As a practical matter, the Organized Crime Section remains a unique entity
available at the state level to conduct official corruption investigations. Other state and local agencies are often reluctant to investigate
those public officials on whom they are dependent for appropriations or with whom they come into contact on a daily basis. For those
reasons, the Organized Crime Section continues to give priority to public corruption matters. It is necessary to do so to protect the
reputation and integrity of public officials and to maintain Oregon’s anti-corruption tradition. Moreover, public corruption investigations
are sensitive for many reasons. They also are very time consuming and significantly impact the amount of hours available for
investigation of substantive and complex organized criminal activities. Major investigative resources are often necessarily expended
even when cases do not culminate in criminal charges. However, such investigations are vital to preserve the integrity of Oregon
government and must be given high priority even if no criminal charges result.
In further meeting the mandates of its mission, the Organized Crime section also engages in criminal investigations and prosecutions of
complex criminal organizations. For instance, members of the Organized Crime Section are trained and experienced in conducting
complex, multijurisdictional Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act (RICO) investigations. They also regularly consult with
and teach those from other agencies that are investigating and prosecuting criminal RICO cases. Division personnel are also well
versed in investigating and prosecuting complicated financial crimes. Additionally, the Division personnel have the appropriate legal
training and technical skills to utilize specialized surveillance equipment in conducting complex investigations against organized crime
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groups. Those investigations are highly effective at disrupting and dismantling criminal organizations.
The Organized Crime Section continues to be a leader in the area of asset forfeiture. The section continues to be instrumental in
providing training regarding the law and works in full cooperation with the Asset Forfeiture Oversight Committee of the legislature. One
of the section's Assistant Attorney Generals also serves as forfeiture counsel for the Oregon State Police on an additional assignment.

Criminal Information Services Section
The ability to gather and analyze information about criminals and their organizations is invaluable to law enforcement agencies. The
Criminal Information Services Section facilitates the gathering, analysis and sharing of criminal information with local, state and national
law enforcement agencies. The Criminal Information Services Section is composed of the Oregon TITAN Fusion Center, the Oregon
HIDTA Investigation Service Center, and the Oregon HIDTA Watch Center.
Oregon TITAN Fusion Center: The Fusion Center is Oregon’s focal point for receiving, analyzing, gathering, and sharing threat-related
information in order to better detect, prevent, investigate, and respond to criminal and terrorist activity.
The Fusion Center is composed primarily of staff from the Criminal Justice Division. This staff works in conjunction with federal, state
and local law enforcement agencies. The Fusion Center produces threat assessments, officer safety bulletins, general crime bulletins
and terrorism related bulletins. In addition, the Fusion Center is a critical component of the state’s critical infrastructure review process.
The Fusion Center also provides criminal analysts to assist federal, state and local law enforcement agencies with criminal
investigations. Finally, the Center provides important training to law enforcement agencies, businesses and first responders about
active shooters and the latest terrorist trends, techniques and procedures.

High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) Investigation Service Center: The Investigation Service Center is a co-located multiagency program. Its mission is to promote, facilitate, and coordinate the exchange of criminal intelligence information, and provide
analytical support.
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High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) Watch Center: The Watch Center’s primary mission is to enhance officer safety through
deconfliction2 for the designated HIDTA counties. Watch Center analysts also provide tactical analytical support to law enforcement
officers throughout Oregon.
Regional Automated Information Network (RAIN)
The RAIN Program Coordinator is housed in the Criminal Justice Division. RAIN is an ORS 190 intergovernmental agency tasked with
facilitating law enforcement data-sharing by connecting separate, locally administered criminal justice records management systems,
allowing users to query departmental reports and other documents across database platforms and jurisdictions across the state. The
RAIN program funds a halftime coordinator position in the Criminal Justice Division. The RAIN coordinator is responsible for all RAINrelated hardware, software, and networking infrastructure, including planning, implementation, and help desk support for approximately
one thousand Oregon law enforcement professionals who access RAIN services from thirty five police departments, sheriff’s offices,
and other public safety agencies. In addition to these duties, the other half of the coordinator’s time is dedicated to a variety of
technical duties in the Criminal Justice Division (CJD): periodic desktop support as needed for CJD users; support for selected CJDspecific database applications on both client and server sides (e.g., iBase, LEDS, Coplink, badges, cameras, etc.); supporting
investigators in an IT-specific role (e.g., assisting with the setup and maintenance of surveillance-related Virtual Private Networks,
routers, etc.); triage of network outages and other issues prior to escalation to IT HelpDesk; acting as a knowledge resource on cyber
issues for Fusion Center analysts; lending database querying and report-writing and editing skills to analysts; acting as liaison to
technology providers and vendors (e.g., telco, IBM), including contract and trouble-ticket management, and supervision during service
calls in restricted areas. The position also assists other analysts in CJD with investigative case support, including evidence and data
management and analysis.
Program Justification and Link to Long-Term Outcomes
The Criminal Justice Division strives to enhance Oregon’s public safety efforts by providing skilled, expert, and experienced assistance
to prosecuting attorneys and law enforcement officers, encouraging collaboration among Oregon’s public safety community, and
sharing critical information about ongoing criminal activity and threats within the state. The Division’s primary services include:
2

Deconfliction is a process designed to ensure that multiple agencies are not inadvertently targeting the same event, individual, or organization. Deconfliction occurs when
officers of one investigative agency are notified that officers of another agency may be conducting operations in the same area or may be investigating the same suspect.
Deconfliction prevents costly duplication of investigative effort and compromise of investigations. Most importantly, deconfliction directly impacts officer safety by reducing the
chances two law enforcement agencies, unbeknown to each other, are carrying out undercover law enforcement operations in the same area.
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Providing on-demand legal advice and training to prosecuting attorneys and law enforcement officers
Providing investigative and trial support services in complex cases
Coordinating multi-agency and multi-county investigations and prosecutions
Facilitating the exchange of criminal information among governmental agencies
Proving subject-matter expertise in Investigating and prosecuting crimes such as racketeering, investment schemes and tax
fraud, and elder abuse
In addition to providing services to Oregon’s public safety agencies directly, the Division works to enhance transparency and
accountability in government by conducting timely and thorough public corruption investigations. Whether or not we determine a crime
has occurred, our investigations are often the catalyst for positive change in a local community, and our efforts help to restore the
public’s confidence in government by demonstrating that those who abuse the public’s trust will be held accountable. In many
instances, we are the agency of last resort for citizens who are seeking to hold public officials in their local communities accountable for
their misconduct.

Program Performance
Following are examples of the volume and breadth of services provided by the Division in support of Oregon’s District Attorneys and
law enforcement agencies.
Service assists include requests from prosecuting attorneys to provide legal advice, guidance, and trial strategy; requests from law
enforcement agencies on legal standards and investigative techniques; and, less frequently, assistance to citizens who are requesting
assistance in addressing what they believe to be criminal conduct. From July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2018 the Division performed 1,252
service assists. During the same period of time the Division prosecuted 263 cases and conducted 317 investigations.
The Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Task Force has reviewed an increasing number of cybertips each year, starting with 197
in 2006. From July 1, 2014, to June 30, 2016, ICAC received 2,281 tips (averaging 1,141 per year). During the same period, ICAC
investigated 383 cases. From July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2018, ICAC received 3,397 tips, investigated 435 cases and performed 341
computer forensic examinations.
The Division is also responsible for training officers, prosecutors, advocates, and other members of the criminal justice system.
2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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Between July 1, 2016, and June 30, 2018, the Division presented 255 trainings, which provided 1,042 hours of training to over 10,600
students. Most of the training was provided at little or no cost to the students.
The Oregon TITAN Fusion Center provided critical support to law enforcement agencies during this time period. Among other things,
from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2018, the Fusion Center conducted 186 terrorism intakes3, created 349 intelligence profiles4, issued 835
intelligence publications, provided 780 photographs, provided tactical case support in 61 cases, and conducted 40 threat and risk
assessments.
The Criminal Information Services Section provides vital case support and deconfliction services to law enforcement agencies across
the state and country. From July 1, 2016, to June 30, 2018, the HIDTA Investigation Service Center and the HIDTA Watch Center
worked on 127 cases, referred 2,409 leads to other law enforcement agencies,5 processed 18,073 requests for criminal intelligence
profiles and deconflicted 2,707 events and 31,273 cases.
Enabling Legislation/Program Authorization
The Attorney General is required to conduct prosecutions and investigations, and manage criminal proceedings when so directed by
the Governor (ORS 180.070, ORS 180.080). The Attorney General must also “consult with, advise, and direct the district attorneys in
all criminal causes and matters relating to state affairs in their respective counties” (ORS 180.060(5)). ORS 180.610 gives the Attorney
General a special mandate to fight organized crime. This mandate includes every aspect of investigation, prosecution, and intelligence
gathering, as well as developing statewide policies to combat organized crime. The Attorney General is also required to investigate and
prosecute public corruption, cases involving criminal financial activity, and election law violations (ORS 180.610(5) and (6); ORS
260.345). Homeland Security Presidential Directive 5 and 8, and the National Strategy for Information Sharing of 2007 impose
information gathering, sharing, and storage requirements upon our analytical unit.
Funding Streams
The Criminal Justice Division is supported by the General Fund as well as various federal and other grants.
3

A terrorism intake is a report of suspicious activity. These reports come from a variety of sources and are sent by the Fusion Center to the appropriate law enforcement agency
for action.
4
Intelligence profiles are backgrounds on subjects requested by a law enforcement officer in connection to a criminal investigation.
5
The significant increase in leads is related to a specific investigation involving a web-based distribution of fentanyl, which accounts for 2,215 leads.
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010 - Non-PICS Psnl Svc / Vacancy Factor
Purpose: This package includes the following adjustments: Standard Inflation factor of 3.8%, adjustment for the 2019-21 vacancy
factor and mass transit taxes, and PERS bond assessment (PBA).
How Achieved: Accounts were adjusted using the DAS published instructions.
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Revenue Source:

$165,568
$264,528
$1,468
$431,564

General Fund
Other Funds Limited
Federal Funds Limited
Total Funds

021 – Phase Ins
Purpose: This package phases in funding related to the 2018 February Session which funded program enhancements for the
Criminal Justice Division. These enhancements included the adding of an Assistant Attorney General to investigate and prosecute
election fraud.
How Achieved: Biennialized service and supplies expenditures.
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Revenue Source:

$22,720 General Fund
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022 – Phase-Outs
Purpose: This package phases-out limited duration and one-time funding for the 2017-19 packages that covered: Traffic Resource
Safety Prosecutor, Urban Area Security Initiative and State Homeland Security.
How Achieved: Eliminated expenditures approved in 2017-19 policy packages 148, 149 and 803.
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Revenue Source:

($1,614) General Fund
($271,754) Other Funds Limited
($273,368) Total Funds

031 – Standard Inflation and State Government Service Charge
Purpose: Standard inflation of 3.8% was applied to all services and supply accounts except for state government services charges.
The package adjusts the state government service charges assessed by DAS, Secretary of State Audits Division, State Library,
Supreme Court Library, Risk Management, and others. Inflation of 4.2% was applied to Professional Services and the Attorney General
budget was inflated by 20.14%.
How Achieved: Accounts were adjusted using the DAS published instructions.
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Revenue Source: $1,493,635
$397,253
$26,400
$1,917,348

2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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032 – Above Standard Inflation
Purpose: This package adjusts selected Services and Supplies accounts to provide budget for expenses that are projected to
increase faster than standard inflation, including DAS non-uniform rent, DAS fleet lease costs, DAS lease fee increases on non-uniform
properties, and DAS Financial Business Systems charges.
How Achieved: Accounts were adjusted using the DAS published instructions.
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Revenue Source:

$12,419
$41,746
$87
$54,252
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100 – Reconcile Intra-Agency Charges
Purpose: Align the Department’s budgeted Intra-Agency Charges, which come from other divisions to fund almost all of the
Administration Division’s expenses, with the Administration Division’s budget.
How Achieved: This Policy Option Package seeks to greatly reduce and perhaps eliminate the need for mid-biennium adjustments to
the Intra-Agency Charge budgets of paying divisions by adjusting those divisions’ budgets for the two sources of mismatch: (1) Current
Service Level budget amounts that do not match due to historical and current rates of inflation for Administration Division expenditures
(about 70% Personal Services) being higher than the historical and current rates of inflation for Services and Supplies; and (2) the
existence of policy packages for the 2019-21 biennium in the Administration Division that must be paid for through the Intra-Agency
Charges of paying divisions.
Please see the longer explanation of this multi-division package in the General Counsel Division section of the budget document.
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Quantifying Results: The primary measurable results of this POP are the elimination of the need to seek mid-biennium legislative
adjustment to Intra-Agency Charge budgets, or the reduction of the dollar value of those adjustments, and the ability of DOJ divisions to
expend their Legislatively Approved Budgets in a manner that is more consistent with the reported account-level detail in the published
budgets.
Revenue Source:

$305,856
$614,277
$30,310
$950,443

2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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Federal Funds Limited
Total Funds
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104 – Essential Cost for Information Technology
Purpose: Enable DOJ to meet mandated state and federal data security requirements such as Federal Tax Information (FTI), Federal
Office of Child Support Enforcement (OCSE), Personally Identifiable Information (PII), Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act
(HIPAA), and Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS), by sustaining ongoing support, maintenance, upgrades, and life cycle
replacement of DOJ's infrastructure, hardware, and software that directly support the mission and security of the data entrusted to DOJ.
During the last 10 years, the Department of Justice has struggled to address increasingly important and complex information security
needs within its current technology budget. As the Department has increased its use of and reliance on technology to maintain
customer service levels and improve work efficiency, it regularly has to choose between mission critical priorities. These competing
priorities have forced the Department to make difficult decisions between life cycle replacement and information security. To fully
comply with mandatory information security requirements and to protect our data and the data entrusted to us by our Federal, State,
and local partners, DOJ needs this policy package to provide the necessary resources to maintain a fully functioning, reliable, efficient,
current and secure information technology environment.
In addition to central costs, division-specific IT rebaselining is needed to true up costs such as fleet replacement, telecommunications,
data processing, software, and other IT related expenses. Many divisions have deferred fleet replacement or are investing in highercost mobile solutions for increased productivity. Greater than average inflation for IT expenses as well as the growing costs of IT
mobility and flexible functionality have outgrown budgets at a fast pace. This POP includes the necessary increases to divisions’
budgets for IT costs (e.g., fleet replacement), which the Administration Division’s IT does not cover. Without the division budget
increases for IT costs the Administration Division’s portion loses some of its overall benefit to DOJ.
Please refer to the business case for this package in the Special Reports section of this budget document.
How Achieved: Increase DOJ’s permanent funding to sustain required levels of system support, data security, upgrades,
maintenance, and infrastructure life cycle replacement on an ongoing basis.
2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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104 – Essential Costs for Information Technology (continued)
How Achieved continued:
Cost of Package by Division and Fund Type ($)
Division
General Fund
Other Funds
Administration
3,800,000
Appellate
109,163
Civil Enforcement
572
185,698
Criminal Justice
58,206
200,506
Crime Victim and Survivor Services
35,070
51,980
General Counsel
260,152
Trial
179,526
Total
93,848
4,787,025

Federal Funds

2,169
14,916
15,631

32,716

Total Funds
3,800,000
109,163
188,439
273,628
102,681
260,152
179,526
4,913,589

2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Quantifying Results: Paying ongoing support, maintenance, and life cycle replacement costs ensures that DOJ complies with
mandated state and federal data security requirements while continuing to provide services to its customers as efficiently as possible.

Revenue Source:

$58,206
$200,506
$14,916
$273,628
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250 – Ongoing Grants (UASI & SHSG)
Purpose: Continue two limited duration Research Analyst 3 positions for Fusion Center related work.
The Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) grant is designed to assist high-threatened and high-density urban areas with prevention,
protection, mitigation response and recovery from act of terrorism. Oregon is in the Regional Disaster Preparedness Organization that
includes, Clackamas, Columbia, Multnomah and Washington counties in Oregon, and Clark County in Washington State. UASI
assessment determined that there is a need for a dedicated research analyst to focus their attention to the Portland metropolitan area.
Currently, there is no other research analyst within the Titan Fusion Center that performs this work.
The State Homeland Security Program (SHSP) grant assists state, tribal and local preparedness gap activities. The focus of the analyst
position is on activities that fall under the Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources (CIKKR). Specifically, the analyst researches and
assesses high-priority preparedness gaps that may exist as it relates to all crimes. Examples may include but not limited to potential or
acts of terrorism, national security threats or threats resulting from a natural disaster.
How Achieved: Grants through Office of Emergency Management/Military.
2019-21 Staffing Impact: 2 Positions/2.00 FTE
Research Analyst 3 – 2 positions/2.00 FTE
2021-23 Staffing Impact: None

Quantifying Results: The Criminal Justice Division maintains a searchable database to manage cases and track outcomes. This
database will be used to track performance throughout the biennium.
Revenue Source:

$569,430 Other Funds Limited
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251 – Strengthen Criminal Analysis Team
Purpose: This package would add permanent state-wide analysts to the Criminal Justice Division (CJD) team to increase the current
service level and to ensure CJD will be able to maintain this function for all state law enforcement and prosecutors. The Research
Analyst 1 (RA1) positions would provide day-to-day real time support to all of Oregon’s law enforcement officers. That support would
consist of conducting a wide range of investigative research on criminal suspects and organizations, including research related to a
suspect’s criminal history, vehicle ownership, government-issued licenses and certifications, and other information related to the
suspect and associated criminal conduct. Importantly, the RA 1 positions would also provide deconfliction services to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of otherwise disconnected investigations and to ensure officer safety is not compromised by multiple
agencies unwittingly targeting the same suspect or suspects.
The Research Analyst 3 positions (RA3) would provide tactical and strategic intelligence services, and case support statewide to all law
enforcement and prosecutors. The positions would provide case information collations, integration, and analysis; call-detail record and
telephone analysis; electronic surveillance support; financial analysis; and strategic and operational intelligence reporting. Currently,
the division has one RA 3 analyst in the Fusion Center who provides case support statewide; the 5 HIDTA-funded analysts provide
support to the 11 counties designated by HIDTA, which includes Clackamas, Deschutes, Douglas, Jackson, Lane, Linn, Malheur,
Marion, Multnomah, Umatilla and Washington counties
This package also includes approximately $212K General Fund to pay one-half of the RAIN (Regional Automated Information
Network) position funding due to loss of funding from the RAIN Board. This package will provide reliable funding without the limits to
the range of work the analysts can do across the state that exist under other funding sources.

How Achieved: General Fund appropriation for 6 positions.
2019-21 Staffing Impact: 6 Positions/5.28 FTE
Research Analyst 1 – 3 positions/2.64 FTE
Research Analyst 3 – 3 positions/2.64 FTE
2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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Criminal Justice
251 – Strengthen Criminal Analysis Team (continued)
2021-23 Staffing Impact: 6 Positions/6.00 FTE
Research Analyst 1 – 3 positions/3.00 FTE
Research Analyst 3 – 3 positions/3.00 FTE

Quantifying Results: The Criminal Justice Division maintains a searchable database to manage cases and track outcomes. This
database will be used to track performance throughout the biennium.
Revenue Source: $1,390,685 General Fund
($212,328) Other Funds Limited
$1,178,357 Total Funds
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Criminal Justice
252 – Change Criminal Justice Funding Source
Purpose: Increase transparency in budgeting for the Criminal Justice Division.
Currently General Fund directly pays the costs of 17 positions in the Criminal Justice Division. The costs of an additional 22 positions
are paid through the Legal Fund, which is supported largely by the positions’ billings to the division’s General Fund appropriation. The
division pays these billings as an expense to its Attorney General account in its Services and Supplies budget category. Therefore, the
division’s budget shows these expenses twice: once as billings in the Attorney General account and again as expenditures on Personal
Services and other Services and Supplies. This double-counting unnecessarily inflates the apparent size of the division’s budget.
In addition, the division’s billings to its General Fund do not fully cover the division’s costs to the DOJ Legal Fund. This results in the
division’s partial reliance on Legal Fund revenues arising from other divisions’ billings to their client agencies. Without this partial
reliance on other divisions’ billings, DOJ’s legal services hourly billing rate would be lower than it is currently. The Criminal Justice
Division’s billings do not fully cover the costs of its 22 positions paid through the Legal Fund because the division has relatively few
billing attorneys compared to the number of support staff that serve both them and the division’s investigators. The hourly billing rate for
investigators is calculated to cover only their own costs, so those positions’ billings do not contribute to the funding of the support staff
that serve them.
Shifting primarily to a single funding source is expected to increase transparency in budgeting for the Criminal Justice Division. It would
eliminate the double-counting of expenditures (thus the net reduction in the division’s expenditures) and would eliminate the need for
the Legal Fund to support some of the division’s expenditures.
How Achieved: Shift all non-grant supported staff to direct General Fund support and eliminate the General Fund AG line item. Note:
The cost of this package to the General Fund is partially offset by the Criminal Justice Division’s budgeted General Fund for Attorney
General Charges. Any reduction to the Criminal Justice Division’s budgeted General Fund for Attorney General Charges will require a
corresponding increase in the General Fund cost of this package. Attorney General Billing Rate adjustments and the resulting changes
to the budgeted General Fund for Attorney General Charges are a normal part of the budget process.
2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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Criminal Justice
252 – Change Criminal Justice Funding Source (continued)
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None

Quantifying Results: The Criminal Justice Division maintains a searchable database to manage cases and track outcomes. This
database will be used to track performance throughout the biennium.
Revenue Source: $2,004,790 General Fund
($9,120,490) Other Funds Limited
($7,115,700) Total Funds
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Criminal Justice
253 – Additional PERS cost of Police & Fire
Purpose: The Department of Justice budget for PERS costs is a blended rate that includes few if any Police and Fire employees. The
Criminal Justice Division’s staff include a large number of Police and Fire employees. This package would add the extra PERS cost of
Police and Fire employees.
How Achieved: Increase budgeted benefits expense to cover the higher PERS rates of the Criminal Justice Division employees. The
source of the Other Funds for this package would be $138K from the Department of Justice Legal Fund and $37K from a transfer from
Oregon Department of Human Services for the Cooperative Disability Investigative Unit. The source of the $25K federal funds in this
package is a federal grant for the Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) program.

2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Quantifying Results: This package would ensure that the Criminal Justice Division’s Criminal Investigator positions in the 2019-21
biennium are budgeted to match the PERS benefit level they are contracted to receive under the Criminal Investigator Association labor
agreement..
Revenue Source:

$49,882
$175,178
$24,676
$249,736
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General Fund
Other Funds Limited
Federal Funds Limited
Total Funds
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Criminal Justice
254 – CIA 1% Bonus for Bachelor’s Degree
Purpose: The Criminal Investigator Association collective bargaining agreement provided a 1% bonus for members with a Bachelor’s
Degree. The budget does not yet include this bonus. This package adds the cost of the bonus to the Criminal justice Division’s budget.
How Achieved: Adds differential expense to cover the cost of the education bonus for qualifying union members. The source of the
Other Funds for this package would be $24K from the Department of Justice Legal Fund and $6K from a transfer from Oregon
Department of Human Services for the Cooperative Disability Investigative Unit.
2019-21/2021-23 Staffing Impact: None
Quantifying Results: This package would ensure that the Criminal Justice Division’s Criminal Investigator positions in the 2019-21
biennium are budgeted to match the salary differential and benefit level they are contracted to receive under the Criminal Investigators
Association labor agreement.

Revenue Source:

$9,161 General Fund
$30,532 Other Funds Limited
$39,693 Total Funds
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Criminal Justice
255 – Publications & Training Attorney
Purpose: Criminal law continues to change rapidly and to grow increasingly more complex. To assure effective prosecution and to
reduce the risk of trial error or tort liability for public officers and agencies, prosecuting attorneys and the law enforcement community
need timely and accurate information about the current status of criminal law and procedure. It is neither efficient nor possible within
current resources for 36 separate District Attorneys individually to do the research necessary to perform this function. This package
provides The Criminal Justice Division with a position dedicated to updating certain publications that are routinely relied upon by
prosecutors and law enforcement across the state. Adding this position will give the division much needed additional capacity for
producing the Indictment Form Book as well as to be able to update the Oregon Criminal Reporter, the Admissions/Confessions outline,
and other important publications.

How Achieved: Adds permanent General Fund position.
2019-21 Staffing Impact: 1 Positions/0.88 FTE
Assistant Attorney General – 1 position/0.88 FTE

2021-23 Staffing Impact: 1 Position/1.00 FTE
Assistant Attorney General – 1 positions/1.00 FTE

Quantifying Results: The Criminal Justice Division maintains a searchable database to manage cases and track outcomes. This
database will be used to track performance throughout the biennium.

Revenue Source: $317,212
2019-21 Agency Request Budget
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Criminal Justice
256 – Criminal Info Svcs Section Manager
Purpose: This package will provide a manager to act as a direct-line supervisor for the Criminal Justice Division analysts. The 15
analyst positions in addition to 18 Special Agent positions are currently supervised by one of two ASAC positions. Given the variety
and nature of the work these analysts conduct, it is important that they have an analyst supervisor (PEM series) who can focus entirely
on this unit. It is also important to alleviate the overburden on the two Assistant Special Agent In Charge positions. This position was
previously funded by the HIDTA program.
How Achieved: Adds permanent General Fund management position.
2019-21 Staffing Impact: 1 Position/0.88 FTE
Principal Executive Manager D – 1 position/0.88 FTE

2021-23 Staffing Impact: 1 Position/1.00 FTE
Principal Executive Manager D – 1 position/1.00 FTE

Quantifying Results: The Criminal Justice Division maintains a searchable database to manage cases and track outcomes. This
database will be used to track performance throughout the biennium.
Revenue Source: $258,517
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DETAIL OF LOTTERY FUNDS, OTHER FUNDS, AND FEDERAL FUNDS REVENUE

Source
Legal Billings to Client Agencies - Other
Funds Ltd
Misc. Legal - Other Funds Ltd
Misc. Legal - Transfer In/(Out)
Criminal Justice - Other Funds Ltd RAIN, Fusion, RICO, etc

Fund

ORBITS
Revenue
Acct

3400 0410,0415
3400 0705,0975
1010,1257,
3400 2010
0210,0410,
0705,0910,
3400 0975
0505,0705,
3200 0975

CJ - Other Funds Non-Ltd - RICO
Criminal Justice - Federal Funds Ltd HIDTA, etc.
6400 0995
Criminal Justice - Other Funds Non-Ltd Transfers In/(Out) - RICO
3200 2010
Criminal Justice - Other Funds Ltd 1100,1248,
Transfers In/(Out) - CDIU/Terrorism/DUII 3400 1257,1730
Total Other Funds Ltd 3400
Total Other Funds Non-Ltd 3200
Total Federal Funds Ltd 6400
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2017-19
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Approved

2017-19
Estimated

2019-21
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Agency
Request

$
$

7,755,377 $
27,159 $

8,507,528 $
$

8,507,528 $
$

-

$

-

-

-

-

$

342,884 $

1,281,739 $

1,281,739 $

$

-

-

-

$

984,153 $

1,317,621 $

1,317,621 $

$

-

-

-

$

4,413,146 $

$

$

$

$

$

$

5,303,206 $

$

$

$

5,303,206 $

$ 12,538,566 $ 15,092,473 $ 15,092,473 $
$
$
$
$
$
984,153 $ 1,317,621 $ 1,317,621 $
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1,327,939
1,467,656
5,616,856
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$
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-

$
$
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